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POETRY
Srebrenica (1995-2007)

I was awfully lucky that day

still lies in the earth
a crowd of silver coins
under no-named hills
Srebrenica
once living silver
now a scattered puzzle
reflects only a broken reflection
of its own future
twelve years of disaster
a downright lay
by force separated soul never counts years
above the bullet retained in the head
if a name is a sign
what an unlucky luck
will one could ever join together all scattered brain parts
in a single logic story
that will become own crucial witness
and prosecutor
before blind eyes of justice
in a law-case
with no winner

I feel cold touch between fingers
while matching piece by piece
of somebody’s leg
will my soul dry out like a mummy
before I find strength to riddle the anagram
that peers out from a scanty journal of anatomy
in the early Lukavac afternoon
or will just the touch of a naked bone remind me
how awfully lucky I was
that day
with no geographic coordinates taking part
in my execution
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